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Parents and children will love documenting and looking back on the important years from preschool

to 12th grade. My School Years Journal & Keepsake is a colorful, beautifully designed and

functional book for recording and preserving memories from these fun years. Kids and parents will

love filling out this book together over the years, making it a much-loved keepsake of memories.
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I just got this today and at first glance it looks great. It has several pages per grade to answer

questions and a large collage page to add anything (pics, etc) you want. It also has a pocket for

every grade. I wasn't sure based on other reviews if that was the case (by grade) and it is.

This would've been a 5-star product, if not for the out of order pages. You open the book and it

starts with 5th grade, then the grades follow in no particular order, with some segments of the

grades separated by other pages. It's a mess. Thankfully, my husband and I were able to pull apart

the binding to reorder everything with care so we don't have to mess with returns. That's the ONLY

reason I didn't give this a 1 star rating.

I really like all the space and the questions for the child to answer. I can see this getting very thick

after a few years so think having a larger binder would be beneficial so their is room to expand as

you keep filling with art projects and such. 8.5" x 11" papers have a hard time "squeezing" into the

folder area, but they DO fit :) I will consider purchasing this again for my younger son when he starts

school



It has a small pocket for each grade and asks the same questions each grade. From preschool 4yr

to 12th. Photo spot and everything I love it my children love theirs and we will continue to buy one

for each new child we have

Finally! I found what I was looking for. I have been searching for a good sized memory book that

goes from K-12 and allows room for photos, info from each year, and a keepsake pocket. I had one

of these when I was a kid and I had the toughest time finding one for my kids. This had spotty

reviews on other sites and I have no idea why. It is exactly what I wanted and has ample room to

write in information for each grade. I bought one for each of my kiddos and look forward to filling it

out.

Been looking for a way to organize school papers, pictures and report cards and this did the trick!

Nice size pockets too.

This is the best I have found for a personal yearbook for my homeschooled students. There's room

for lots of detail and pockets to save items worthy to look back over.

I like this memory book a lot. It has questions that you wouldn't remember the answers to without

being able to reference back to it throughout the years. Cute things, what the kid liked most, what

they worried about the most, their favorite subject, best friends, etc. It's fun to ask my daughter the

questions and hear her answers. It has provoked a lot of heartfelt conversations, oddly enough. It

will also be fun to see her handwriting change over the years, as I let her fill in most of the pieces.
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